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LSST Data Facility Logical Information Technology and
Communications Design
1 Introduction
This document describes the logical design of the LSST Data Facility (LDF) Information Technology and
Communications (ITC) infrastructure. LDF organizes the ITC infrastructure into enclaves. The enclave
structure partitions the logical infrastructure and services into distinct zones of security requirements,
availability, accessibility, and administration. Enclaves may be located within the Summit Facility, within
the Base Computing Facility, within the National Petascale Computing Facility (NPCF), or within the NCSA
Room 3003 Lab, or may span geographic sites, with elements in both the Base Facility in La Serena and
at NPCF. Enclaves sometimes draw physical infrastructure from pools of common resources within the
Master Provisioning Enclaves at each physical site, described below.

2 LSST Managed Enclaves
2.1 Master Provisioning Enclaves
A principal goal of the Master Provisioning Enclaves (one each at NCSA, Base, and Summit) is to form
common pools of resources which can be dispatched into enclaves at the corresponding physical sites.
Dispatched resources are configured appropriately for the managerial and information security needs of
that enclave.
The Master Provisioning Enclaves also provide services and infrastructure needed to administer LSST
resources in all enclaves.
Each Master Provisioning Enclave is composed of a set of ITC services. The NCSA and Base Master
Provisioning Enclaves are structured along similar lines where possible.
2.1.1

Base Master Provisioning Enclave

Location: The Base Computing Facility1.
2.1.1.1 Base Batch ITC Infrastructure
Mission: Provide a pool of batch computing resources.
The Batch Infrastructure Service in the Base Master Provisioning Enclave manages a set of batch
computing nodes. The management system dispatches batch nodes configured for use in the enclave, as
follows:
•

1

The batch resources so dispatched are stateless worker nodes.

See LSE-239, “Base Facility Data Center Design Requirements” [or make this an endnote]
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The nodes dispensed to an enclave acquire the necessary information security controls and
management infrastructure appropriate for that enclave.
The master batch scheduler implements resource management among the enclaves.

2.1.1.2 Base Containerized Application Management ITC Infrastructure
Mission: Provide a pool of elastic computing resources.
The Containerized Application Management Infrastructure Service implements elastic computing
services for the Base. The container management system dispatches Kubernetes pods to the appropriate
enclaves, configured appropriately for each enclave.
The principal ITC components are:
•
•
•

Central container storage.
Kubernetes head node infrastructure.
Kubernetes worker nodes.

2.1.1.3 Base GPFS ITC Infrastructure
Mission: Provide central disk storage infrastructure for site file systems, Data Backbone(DBB) file
systems, and disk-based backup/disaster recovery file systems. The baseline design uses the IBM GPFS
technology.
Storage and network storage endpoints for files and file services as described below.
Site File Systems currently understood at the time of the writing, subject to evolution:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Kubernetes Container Storage File System
Backup Site File System(separate to provide DR as needed)
Datasets Site File System
Home Site File System
Prompt Processing support site file system
OOS(Observatory Operations Support) Site File System
Project Site File System
Scratch File System
DAC User Home File System
DAC Scratch File System
DAC Project File System

Data Backbone File Systems:
•
•
•

•

Raw Data File System
Produced Data File System
Calibration File System
Engineering Data File System

2.1.1.4 Base Disk based Backup/Disaster Recovery ITC Infrastructure
Mission: Provide disk storage for backup and disaster recovery stores. Providing data backups for a

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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single file that has been mistakenly removed vs recovering all the files in a file system as fast as possible
are 2 different use cases of maybe the same data.
Implementation is independent of other GPFS implementation.
There also might be a need to store data from other sites within the ITC.
2.1.1.5 Base Miscellaneous Database ITC Infrastructure
Mission: Provide storage and servers for databases other than the consolidated database, Qserv, and
User Database Workspace instances deployed in the Chilean DAC and Commissioning Cluster LSP .
2.1.1.6 Base Consolidated Database ITC Infrastructure
Mission: Hold all relational schema needed at a site, except for exceptions consciously granted.
Administrable ITC:

•

ORACLE RAC to provide database instances (N.B. in Oracle these are called “schema”) to
enclaves as needed.

2.1.1.7 Base Infrastructure for Administrators, IT Security, and Authentication and
Authorization
Mission: Support administrators and designated production services at the Base, including networkbased IT security and a LSST Authentication and Authorization endpoint. This is to support the
infrastructure local to the base in case communication is cut off from NCSA by maintenance or other
means, the base can continue to function without interruption. This also includes systems for login and
other ancillary nodes.
2.1.1.8 Base Adminstration ITC
Mission: Support local staff and production ITC with back layer of support environments. This includes
services for DNS (Domain Name Services), NTP (Network Time Protocol services), SMTP (email services),
and network IP addresses for machines and wireless local staff. This is to support the infrastructure
local to the base for machines solely at the base. The Base ITC environment relies on these services to
be provided by local landlord installation site.

2.1.2

Summit Master Provisioning Enclave

Location: Summit Computing Room.
2.1.2.1 Summit ITC Infrastructure for Administrators, IT Security, and Authentication and
Authorization
Mission: Support administrators and designated production services at the Summit, including networkbased IT security and a LSST Authentication and Authorization endpoint, to support disconnected
operations.

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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2.1.2.2 Summit Administration ITC
Mission: Support local staff and production ITC with back layer of support environments. This includes
services for DNS (Domain Name Services), NTP (Network Time Protocol services), SMTP (email services),
and network IP addresses for machines and wireless local staff. This is to support the infrastructure
local to the summit for machines solely at the summit. The Summit ITC environment relies on these
services to be provided by local landlord installation site.
2.1.3

NCSA Master Provisioning Enclave

Location: The National Petascale Computing Facility.
2.1.3.1 NCSA Batch Infrastructure
Mission: Provide a pool of batch computing resources.
The Batch Infrastructure Service in the NCSA Master Provisioning Enclave manages a set of batch
computing nodes. The management system dispatches batch nodes configured for use in the enclave, as
follows:
•
•
•

The batch resources so dispatched are stateless worker nodes.
The nodes dispensed to an enclave acquire the necessary information security controls and
management infrastructure appropriate for that enclave.
The master batch scheduler implements resource management among the enclaves.

2.1.3.2 NCSA Containerized Application Management ITC Infrastructure
Mission: Provide a pool of elastic computing resources.
The Containerized Application Management Infrastructure Service implements elastic computing
services for NCSA. The container management system dispatches Kubernetes pods to the appropriate
enclaves, configured appropriately for each enclave.
The principal ITC components are:
•
•
•

Central container storage.
Kubernetes head node infrastructure.
Kubernetes worker nodes.

2.1.3.3 NCSA GPFS ITC Infrastructure
Mission: Provide central disk storage infrastructure for site file systems, Data Backbone file systems, and
disk-based backup/disaster recovery file systems. The baseline design uses the IBM GPFS technology.
Storage and network storage endpoints for files and file services as described below.
Site File Systems currently understood at the time of the writing, subject to evolution:
•
•
•
•

Kubernetes Container Storage File System
Backup Site File System
Datasets Site File System
Home Site File System

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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Level 1 Input/Output File System
Level 1 Template Cache File System
Project Site File System
Scratch File System
DAC User Home File System
DAC Scratch File System
DAC Project File System

Data Backbone File Systems:
•
•
•
•

Raw Data File System
Produced Data File System
Calibration File System
Engineering Data File System

2.1.3.4 NCSA Disk-based Backup/Disaster Recovery ITC Infrastructure
Mission: Provide disk storage for backup and disaster recovery stores.
Implementation is independent of other GPFS implementation.
2.1.3.5 NCSA Miscellaneous Database ITC Infrastructure
Mission: Provide storage and servers for databases other than the Consolidated Database, Qserv, and
User Database Workspace instances deployed in the PDAC and US DAC with the Science Validation LSP.
2.1.3.6 NCSA Consolidated Database ITC Infrastructure
Mission: Hold all relational schema needed at a site, except for exceptions consciously granted. This is
mainly for the Data Backbone and containing the record of the survey.
Administrable ITC:

•

ORACLE RAC to provide database instances (N.B. in Oracle these are called “schema”) to
enclaves as needed.

2.1.3.7 NCSA Administrators Infrastructure
Mission: Support administrators and designated production services in NPCF at NCSA.
Administrable ITC:

•

Servers in NPCF to service administrative needs of LSST through VM environments utilizing NCSA
in-common already in place or providing hardware/software for those needs.

2.1.3.8 NPCF LSST Core Networking
Mission: Connect the bulk of LSST-specific hardware in NPCF within the LSST-specific installation at NPCF
and to the NPCF Core Network. The demarcation with LSST-specific equipment is with the network
interface cards of the equipment.

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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2.2 NCSA Development and Integration Enclave
Mission: To service development and integration use cases for LSST Staff during both the Construction
and Operations era, and then continue as test facilities as needs arise during operations.
Location: The NCSA Development and Integration Enclave is at NCSA, with components in both NPCF
and NCSA Room 3003 Lab.
2.2.1

NCSA Level1 Complete Test Stand

Mission: A permanent test stand to support performant tests for Level1 services requiring resources and
to support final integration testing for all instances.
Administrable ITC: The Level1 Complete Test Stand contains
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hardware to support emulation of the Observatory control systems, including local installations
of the TCS, CDS, CCS, EFD and SAL/OpenSplice DDS message systems.
A Camera data acquisition test stand, with later upgraded versions reaching the full scale and
throughput of the main Camera system, including solid state storage image buffer(200TB).
A Wide Area Network emulator to simulate network latency and jitter.
ITC like the components making up the dedicated ITC in the Level1 enclave, including
forwarders, distributors and DMCS machines.
Small-scale file systems supporting functional tests, including the Level1 input/output cache and
the Level1 template cache.
A small-scale database supporting limited tests involving the Level1 Alert (real time) Database.

Relied-on ITC:
•

2.2.2

The NCSA Level1 Complete Test Stand draws on the NCSA Master Provisioning Enclave for
worker nodes as needed, and is able to use the production version of the Level1 template cache,
Level1 input/output cache, and a partition of the real-time Level1 database when not in use by
Observatory Operations. The Test Stand is also used to validate replacement of or upgrades to
these systems (hardware and software) prior to production use.
NCSA Prototype Data Access Center

Mission: A permanent test stand to support user experience and performance tests for LSST Science
Platform services requiring resources and to support final integration testing for DAC and internal
Science Platform upgrades and deployments.
Administrable ITC:
•

•

Dedicated nodes sized and configured for the Qserv database application, to be transitioned to
management by Kubernetes during 2018. Stateful database nodes are considered to be custom
for this enclave. Certain head nodes performing demanding operations are also custom for this
enclave.
The prototype instance of the PDAC User Database Workspace.

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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Relied-on ITC:
•
•
•
•
•
2.2.3

Nodes for the web Portal, DAX, and Jupyter Notebooks, to be managed by Kubernetes and
drawn from the NCSA Master Provisioning Enclave for use shared with the Science Validation
Instance for LSST Science Platform.
PDAC user file system provided by the NCSA GPFS.
Batch ITC, with nodes configured for each use case drawn from the NCSA Master Provisioning
Enclave.
File systems supporting Batch processing, such as scratch and temporary project space, provided
by the NCSA GPFS.
Read-only access to consolidated database and other designated datasets.
Dedicated Qserv Development Nodes

Mission: support Qserv development.
Administrable ITC:
•

2.2.4

Dedicated nodes to support Qserv developers. N.B., should there a be request for these to be
managed by Kubernetes, they would likely be moved to the NCSA Master Provisioning Enclave
as generic Qserv-capable nodes.
LSST-dev Complex

Mission: Support algorithm development, LSST-related analysis for staff.
Administrable ITC:
•
•
•
•

lsst-dev head node machine(s).
lsst-db database server supporting unmanaged databases for developer use.
Nebula for staff developer use of private cloud environment.
LSP instance for staff developer use.

Relied-on ITC:
•

Ancillary nodes that provide web presence, data transfer, and similar capabilities are
provisioned via in the NCSA Master Provisioning Enclave with virtual hosting capability software.

2.3 NCSA General Production Enclave
Mission:
•
•
•
•

Provide a management and security environment for production staff for offline batch. The
environment is shielded from certain file systems to prevent accidental contamination of formal
production by non-formal data.
Provide the ITC and related infrastructure for the internal event distribution system, including
feeds to community brokers and the LSST mini-broker.
Provide the NCSA instance of the Science Validation Instance of theLSST Science Platform for
staff
Provide the ITC and related Infrastructure for producing the Data Releases.

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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Location: The National Petascale Computing Facility.
Administrable ITC:
•
•

Login nodes for production staff.
ITC for a Qserv instance dedicated to assessment of production data. The Qserv instance will be
reassigned to the Data Access Center (DAC) Enclave once public access is enabled.

Relied-on ITC:
•
•
•

Batch resources drawn from the NCSA Master Provisioning Enclave.
Kubernetes resources drawn from the NCSA Master Provisioning Enclave and configured for use
in the LSST Science Platform and the event distribution system.
The consolidated database provides the basis for managed database services in this enclave,
other than the Qserv supporting dedicated assessment of production data.

2.4 Data Access Center Enclaves
2.4.1

Chilean Data Access Center

Mission: Support access by data rights holders at the Base Facility
Location: The Base Computing Facility.
Administrable ITC:
•
•

Dedicated nodes sized and configured for the Qserv database application, managed by
Kubernetes. Stateful database nodes are considered to be custom for this enclave. Certain head
nodes performing demanding operations are also custom for this enclave.
The Chilean DAC User Database Workspace ITC.

Relied-on ITC:
•
•
•
•
•

Nodes for the web Portal, DAX, and Jupyter Notebooks, to be managed by Kubernetes and
drawn from the Base Master Provisioning Enclave.
The Chilean DAC user file system, provided by the Base GPFS.
Batch ITC, drawn from the Base Master Provisioning Enclave.
File systems supporting Batch processing, such as scratch and temporary project space, provided
by the Base GPFS.
Read-only access to the consolidated database and other designated datasets.

The current concept of operations is that each data release is supported by its own Qserv instance.
Multiple releases will be supported simultaneously within the Chilean DAC.
2.4.2

US Data Access Center

Mission: Support access by data rights holders at NCSA.
Location: The National Petascale Computing Facility.
Administrable ITC:

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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Dedicated nodes sized and configured for the Qserv database application, managed by
Kubernetes. Stateful database nodes are considered to be custom for this enclave. Certain head
nodes performing demanding operations are also custom for this enclave.
The US DAC User Database Workspace ITC.

Relied-on ITC:
•
•
•
•
•

Nodes for the web Portal, DAX, and Jupyter Notebooks, to be managed by Kubernetes and
drawn from the NCSA Master Provisioning Enclave.
The US DAC user file system, provided by the NCSA GPFS.
Batch ITC, drawn from the NCSA Master Provisioning Enclave.
File systems supporting Batch processing, such as scratch and temporary project space, provided
by the NCSA GPFS.
Read-only access to the consolidated database and other designated datasets.

The current concept of operations is that each data release is supported by its own Qserv instance.
Multiple releases will be supported simultaneously within the US DAC.

2.5 Data Backbone Enclave
Mission: Support data distribution between the LDF NCSA and Base sites.
Location: The National Petascale Computing Facility, the Base Computing Facility, and the Wide Area
Network.
Administrable ITC:
•
•
•

•
•

Servers supporting staging and ingest protocols at NCSA.
Servers supporting staging and ingest protocols at the Base.
Servers at NCSA for supporting data validation and internal data movement between sites.
Servers at the Base for supporting data validation and internal data movement between sites.
CC-in2p3 is not part of the Data Backbone (DBB). Data will be transferred independently and
will not contain a Data Backbone endpoint.

Relied-on ITC:
•
•
•
•

Production file systems supported on the GPFS infrastructure of the NCSA Master Provisioning
Enclave.
Production file systems supported on the GPFS infrastructure of the Base Master Provisioning
Enclave.
Archival and disaster recovery interfaces to designated disaster recovery data at CC-IN2P3.
The Science Data Transport Channel in the north-south network.

2.6 Prompt Enclave
An important consideration for the Prompt Enclave is that the availability of the items is targeted to
match the availability requirements of Observatory Operations, and the items are subject to change
control of (or change control coordination with) Observatory Operations.

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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Location: The Base Computing Facility, the Wide Area Network, and the National Petascale Computing
Facility.
2.6.1.1 Base-site ITC
Mission: Support the presentation of a suite of services to Observatory Operations, including archiving,
forwarding of pixel data to NCSA for Prompt Processing, fast presentation of pixel data to the
Commissioning Cluster, and extraction of the EFD for loading into offline format.
Administrable ITC: Components of the dedicated ITC in the Prompt Enclave at the Base include:
•
•
•

Forwarders – machines to support the archiving, catchup archiving and forwarding to NCSA. The
demarcation between the Critical Operations Enclave is within these machines.
Base Data Management Control System (DMCS) machines. Their functions include providing the
Commandable SAL Component (CSC) interfaces of the Prompt system to the Observatory
Control System.
The Observatory Operations Server.

2.6.1.2 NCSA-site ITC
Mission: Bulk processing support for prompt processing, including the alert production use case.
Administrable ITC: Components of the dedicated ITC in the Prompt Enclave at NCSA include:
•
•
•
•
•

Distributors – machines to support the receipt of data from the Forwarders at the Base for
prompt processing.
NCSA DMCS machines.
A Prompt template cache supporting access patterns needed by Alert Production.
A Prompt input/output cache supporting access to one month’s PVI products and other prompt
processing uses.
The real-time Prompt Products Database.

Relied-on ITC:
•

Worker nodes will be drawn from the NCSA Batch resource pool in the NCSA Master
Provisioning Enclave.

When not in use by the Observatory, Prompt Enclave components will be available for integration
testing to support the performance requirements of Prompt Processing testing.

2.7 Tucson Test Stand Enclave
2.7.1

Tucson Test Stands

Mission: Provide machines configured with Forwarder + DMCS and Observatory Operation Servers for
testing the Spectrograph and ComCam in Tucson.
Location: Tucson Headquarters
Implementation:

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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A disk server for the Spectrograph Test Stand.
A disk server for the ComCam Test Stand.

2.8 Commissioning Cluster
Mission: The Commissioning Cluster lives in TBD enclave in the Base Computing Facility supporting the
routine work of the Observatory Operations staff.
Location: The Base Computing Facility.
Implementation: The Commissioning Cluster supports an instance of the LSST Science Platform, having
batch, head node, Kubernetes(for LSP), and a User Database Workspace capability hosted in an Oracle
instance.
Administrable ITC:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Head node primarily for cluster administrators.
Site /scratch file system
Site /project file system
Consolidated DB
Miscellaneous DB
Additional file systems are provided named the same at NCSA but not shared with NCSA.
Backup file systems

Relied-on ITC:
•
•
•

Batch is drawn from the Base Master Provisioning Enclave.
Kubernetes is drawn from the Base Master Provisioning Enclave.
The User Database Workspace is hosted in the Base consolidated database (Oracle) instance.

3 Elements Provided by MoU or Agreement
3.1 NCSA Commons
The NCSA Commons includes capabilities provided as part of the NCSA Infrastructure already on site.
LSST participates on the basis of fair-share costing.
3.1.1

Tape ITC

Mission: Provide a source of disaster recovery (DR) for designated file systems.
Provide a capability for data to reside solely on tape, integrated with data access software allowing
production use of the data and access to the data from the DACs and LSST Science Platform instances.
N.B., all raw data are read for every annual release production. Overall the library will sustain more
reads than writes, which makes the LSST tape library ITC unlike a typical backup resource.
Implementation: NCSA data DR facility, currently planned as a HPSS system with Spectralogic tape
library, IBM tape drives, an attached disk cache, head nodes, database nodes, and mover nodes.

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
waived without prior approval.
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Offsite Storage (not in baseline)

Mission: Provide disaster recovery copies of data where a need exists apart from the capabilities at
NCSA, CC-IN2P3, and the Base Center.
Implementation: Currently not in the baseline. The need for this is TBD. Options are: offsite tapes in a
warehouse or cloud archives provided by the University of Illinois contracts with cloud vendors.
3.1.3

Wide-area Networking

Mission: Provide diverse paths from designated Chicago POPs to NCSA border by fair-share use of the
NCSA-controlled paths.
Implementation: Fair share of NCSA’s costs to light designated lambdas and any interconnection fees to
carriers (e.g., Internet2). Each POP provides a connection to the carrier designated by the north-south
networking provider, a connection to a provider transiting network to RENATER (or a direct peering with
RENATER), and a connection to a research and engineering network for general distribution of data.
Elements:
•
•
•
•
3.1.4

NPCF Border Infrastructure
ESNet Traffic Exchange
MREN Traffic Exchange
Internet 2 Traffic Exchange
IT Security Infrastructure

Mission: Provide intrusion detections and other active network controls.
IT Security Infrastructure includes ITC to support analysis of data obtained from Bro or a similar intrusion
detection system (IDS) in near real-time. Intrusion detection requires an analysis cluster to produce
analytical results and to generate modification of controls. Other relevant IT security infrastructure
includes a host scanning device, central log file collections, and similar.
NCSA Common IT Security Services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring and distribution of security relevant information
Syslog collection, analysis and active response
Network security monitoring and active response
24/7 incident response and coordination
Centralized host scanning and analytics
Multi-Factor authentication
Bastion hosts
Security Awareness Training
Best Practice documentation and training

Implementation: NCSA common IT security infrastructure.
3.1.5

NCSA Identity Management Backend System

Mission: host the master identity management systems, e.g., LDAP, Kerberos, and application layer

The contents of this document are subject to configuration control and may not be changed, altered, or their provisions
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identity management.
3.1.6

Secure Remote Access

Mission: NCSA bastion hosts protect administrative networks. NCSA VPNs provide secure remote access
to LSST systems.
Implementation: Common stand-alone computers protecting access to administrative networks.
3.1.7

NCSA Virtual Machine Hosting

Mission: Provide centralized access and management of virtual machine data centers/clusters used by
LSST enclaves at each LSST site.
3.1.8

NCSA’s Private Cloud

Mission: Support miscellaneous computing to support development, interim systems, and Build and
Test.
Implementation:
•
3.1.9

Nodes contributed to NCSA’s private cloud, Nebula.
NPCF Core Networking

Provides connectivity to the border infrastructure, connectivity to the elements of the NCSA commons
that are used by LSST, and connectivity to the LSST-specific facilities contained in the NPCF and the NCSA
Room 3003 Lab.

3.2 Provided by MoU or Contract
3.2.1

CC-IN2P3 Satellite Computing Facility

Mission:
•
•
•

Provide half the computing for data release-related processing.
Provide a data disaster recovery resource for data of interest to the French independent DAC.
Provide network connectivity between Chicago and CC-IN2P3.

Implementation:
•
3.2.2

Provided by CC-IN2P3.
North-South Network

Mission:
•
•

Provide Science Data Transport – bandwidth- and latency- controlled circuit for prompt
processing data transfers from the Base Site to NCSA.
Provide Data Backbone Transport – a channel for other transfers between NCSA and the Base
Site.

Implementation:
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Provided by DM long haul network project

Acronyms and Definitions of Terms
Reference Documents
LPM-121 LSST Security Policy
LSE-61 LSST Data Management System Requirements
LDM-148 Data Management System Design
LSE-239 Base Data Center Requirements
LSE-309 Summit Base ITC Design Document
LSE-78 LSST Observatory Network Design

Other Prologue Material
A small map of the pieces mentioned in this document.
LSST Managed
Commissioning Cluster
Admin

Local FS

ses
also u
es
resourc
from

Chilean DAC
User DB
Workspace

DAC Qserv
K8s

Batch

Kubernetes

Batch

Kubernetes

GPFS

Consolid.
DB

GPFS

Consolid.
DB

Misc. DB

Backup/DR

Misc. DB

Backup/DR

Security,
IAM

Admin

Security,
IAM

Admin

Summit Master Provisioning
Security,
IAM

LSST Core Networking

Admin

NCSA Prompt
DMCS

OODS

Data Backbone

CC-IN2P3 Satellite
Compute
Nodes

Local
Storage

NCSA
Ingest

Disaster
Recovery

WAN

NCSA
Transport

uses
also rces
u
reso m
fro

Staﬀ
Nodes

“QA”
Qserv K8s

also
u
reso ses
urce
from s

US DAC
User DB
Workspace

DAC Qserv
K8s

also uses
resources
from

Base Prompt
Forwarders

NCSA General Production

NCSA Master Provisioning

Base Master Provisioning
also u
s
resou es
rces
from

NCSA Commons

Distribs.

DMCS

Tape

Oﬀsite
Storage

Caches

Prompt
Prod DB

WAN

IT Security

IAM

VPN

VM
Hosting

Devel
OpenStack

NCSA Devel & Integration
Base
Ingest

Prompt
Test Stand

Prototype
DAC

Base
Transport

LSST-dev

Devel
Qserv K8s

NCSA Core Networking
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Glossary
Data Backbone - The storing of data for the permanent record of the survey. It’s a combination of
databases and file systems for storing of all important data for the LSST services.
GPFS – General Purpose File System - It is a parallel file system used for many systems reading and
writing to the same file or same filesystem.
MREN and ESNET – specific networks for connecting infrastructure to. ESNet is usually for Engineering
and science locations at the DOD and DOE level. MREN is a research network.
ORACLE RAC is a collection of oracle servers framed together to all be able to work on a query as one
host, and can also work in parallel and handle many transactions at the same time. It’s a structure of
hardware along with software in a collection to host the Oracle DB.
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